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The Biological ESTEEM
Collection:
Excel Simulations and Tools
for Exploratory, Experiential
Mathematics

Investigating
Interdisciplinary
Interactions:

John Jungck

The BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium is pleased to
announce the development of a significant new collection
of “Digital Classroom Resources” that illustrate the
importance of mathematics to biology students, the
importance of real data and biological applications to
mathematics students, and the importance of computer
simulation, modeling, visualization, and calculation to
both sets of students. This collection has been developed
in collaboration with the Mathematical Association of
America (MAA), the National Computational Science
Institute (Shodor Foundation), EPIC (Engaging People
in Cyberinfrastructure), the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute Digital Scholars program, the Departments of
Biology and Computer Science at Beloit College, and
generous contributions from members of the BioQUEST
Curriculum Consortium. Digital Classroom Resources
are a subset of the MAA National Science Digital Library
(NSDL)and are designed to “provide a select collection
continued on page 2

see page 7

2005 BioQUEST Summer
Workshop Report
2006 BioQUEST Summer Workshop:

Exploring Complex Data Sets
June 10-18, 2006

http:// bioquest.org/summer2006

The Biological ESTEEM Collection is now accessible at BioQUEST’s website:
www.bioquest.org/esteem/ and at the MAA’s DCR site: www.mathdl.org/mathDL/3/
ESTEEM modules will be catalogued with keys reflecting pedagogy, subject matter, and
cross-referencing through the AAAS’s BEN site: www.biosciednet.org/portal/
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of free online learning materials which are available
through the site ... [that ] have been classroom tested and
peer reviewed.” In our case, we have chosen to develop a
series of Excel spreadsheets for MAA’s Digital Classroom
Resources.
Thus, the Biological ESTEEM Collection: Excel
Simulations and Tools for Exploratory, Experiential
Mathematics is an open-source, flexible, adaptable, diverse
anthology of Excel spreadsheets. These spreadsheets
have been compiled to address the need for the inclusion
of more mathematics in undergraduate biology education.
Also, they may help meet the challenge to mathematics
educators to better serve students with interests in careers
that make extensive use of multivariate quantitative data,
massive computational analysis, and multidimensional
visualization such as agriculture, biology, biotechnology,
environmental studies, medicine, or public health.

The Three E’s of the Collection

ExcelTM    Microsoft’s spreadsheet software Excel
was chosen as a general development environment
for the ESTEEM project because most biologists and
mathematicians have it on their desktop computers, use it
at least minimally for data collection, and find it fairly easy
to operate. In a recent workshop that we led at the ACUBE
(Association of College and University Biology Educators)
annual meeting, twenty-five out of thirty participants were
already extensively using Excel. In addition, Excel is
mathematically powerful and flexible enough to develop
applications that involve matrix algebra, statistics, finite
difference equations, and simple ordinary differential
equations. As a computational environment, spreadsheets
are most often used to record, organize, and visualize
patterns in data. While we employ spreadsheets for these
reasons, we hope the Biological ESTEEM Collection
shows that spreadsheets are much more versatile than
this most common use. For example, spreadsheets
can be used to test hypotheses with statistical tools, to
develop simulations to analyze data, to undertake “what
if” analyses, to model alternative dynamic scenarios, to
explore alternative visualizations, to track changes, and to
develop tools for everyday computations in lab and field
activities. Rama Viswanathan, Beloit College, has shown
how Excel can be used to enable collaborative work by
using “room area networks” to publicly share separate
groups’ work on one projected PC.
In The Active Modeler: Mathematical Modeling with
Microsoft Excel, Erich Neuwirth and Deane Arganbright
argue that Excel is more like a bicycle than a car and is
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thus more appropriate as a technology for the beginning
modeler:
“A bicycle is a vehicle with which
you can reach a reasonable speed, but
you have to supply all of the energy
yourself. … Moving at bicycle speed
you are still able to view and assimilate
the places that you pass by. You can see
the finer details of the landscape around
you … Most people have a reasonable
mental model of how a bicycle works
… When a bicycle does not work you
can see why it is not working, and most
likely you can fix it your self. … With
spreadsheets, you can solve problems
of reasonable complexity and size. … It
is obvious to you that when a formula
in a cell uses another cell as input, its
contents will change when you change
the input cell. This is the “engine”
behind a spreadsheet. … If your model
does not work properly, you just trace
your formulas visually and you can
usually find where the errors are” [page
xi, (2004); Duxbury Press; ISBN 053442-085-0].
A spreadsheet is a powerful computer tool with wide
applicability to both science and mathematical problems.
At BioQUEST, we believe in putting powerful technology
in the hands of the student. Particularly, if students in
continued on page 11

Figure 1: As a tool, Excel functions as a bicycle rather than
as a car. Screen shot from ABO Frequency Calculator, Jen
Spangenberg and John Jungck, authors.
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Dread Diseases and Microbes Count!:
Strategies for Classroom Activities
Marion Field Fass

The power of dread diseases to
interest and engage our students
is undeniable. Newspapers and
magazines alarm us with reports
of the newest infectious diseases
such as the bird flu, and sadden
us with photos of children dying
from malaria or wasted with HIV/
AIDS. Teaching about emerging
infectious diseases enables us to
easily internationalize our science
courses, and to teach about the
interactions between microbes, the
environment, disease spread and
behavior, science and social values.
HIV/AIDS and emerging infectious
diseases provide content “hooks”
for in-depth student learning that
can encompass microbiological
content, quantitative reasoning,
laboratory skills and bioinformatics
analysis. Student learning improves when students are
able to develop a context for the information and skills
presented. (Bransford et al. 2000) Many activities in
Microbes Count! (Jungck et al. 2003) introduce problems
relevant to understanding the spread of emerging diseases
and HIV/AIDS and challenge students to propose
solutions. The activities range from those that introduce
basic information to those that build upon large data sets
and provide students with the opportunity to do authentic
research. These activities can enhance a standard lecture
or laboratory course. They complement the objectives
of the SENCER (Science Education for New Civic
Engagements and Responsibilities) project as well, by
promoting active learning and applying in-class concepts
to real world problems. (http://www.sencer.net)
In my non-majors laboratory courses on AIDS and
Emerging Diseases at Beloit College, I have used many
of the activities in Microbes Count! to bring active
learning into the classroom and to pose real questions for
student consideration. I have sequenced the activities to
introduce basic concepts of microbiology including Koch’s
postulates, to explore the usefulness of epidemiological
models of investigation, to integrate molecular phylogeny
with traditional epidemiological tools, and to prepare
students to investigate outbreaks using multiple-step
problem solving skills. Although I have a standard set of
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activities that I use whenever I
teach this course, I keep finding
room for more of the simulations
and exercises. The activities in
Microbes Count! include paper
and pencil calculations such
as The Scale of the Microbial
World, wet laboratories such as
The Living World of Yogurt,
simulations with clear right
and wrong answers, such as TB
and Antibiotic Resistance to
advanced, open ended activities
such as A Plague on Both Houses:
Modeling Viral Infection to
Control a Pest Outbreak and
Exploring HIV Evolution. I use
many of these activities in my
majors Microbiology course as
well as the non-majors course.
Table 1 below identifies the
activities I regularly use and
my goals for each activity in my non-majors course on
Emerging Infectious Diseases.

Activity 1: the Scale of the Microbial World

I always start
students with an
introduction to the
sizes of microbes,
enabling them
to see bacteria
and viruses on
a scale that they
can imagine.
The activity,
The Scale of the
Microbial World
takes students
through the steps
of estimating the
Figure 1. Collage of images including
size of microbes
the Sear’s Tower, spores of B. antacis,
in relation to their
and DaVinci’s Man.
own size, or in
relation to the size
of a tall building like the Sears Tower. This activity, at the
beginning of the semester, also provides me with a quick
way to assess student comfort with mathematical notation
and basic calculations.
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WormClassroom.org:
A C. elegans Education and Learning Community
F. Lu1,2, K. W. Eliceiri1, J.H. Stewart2, and J.G. White1
Laboratory for Optical and Computational Instrumentation
Laboratory of Molecular Biology
University of Wisconsin-Madison

1

Curriculum and Instruction Department
School of Education
University of Wisconsin-Madison

2

WormClassroom is intended to serve as an education portal for the research model organism - Caenorhabditis elegans
(C. elegans, nicknamed: “worm”). It features 1) background knowledge about C. elegans, 2) instructional materials that
apply up-to-date research resources, and 3) teaching materials contributed by others.
The resource, available at http://www.WormClassroom.org, includes general information such as what C. elegans is and
who works on it. There are also two inquiry learning modules, Cell Lineage (http://www.wormclassroom.org/modules/
celllineage/) and Genotype/Phenotype (http://www.wormclassroom.org/modules/genophenotype/) that aim to promote
learning by inquiry. A 4D mini-module developed using materials in the Cell Lineage module can be used to engage
students in understanding development happens in space and time (4th dimension). Symmetric and asymmetric cell
division animations (http://www.wormclassroom.org/cb/bioclip.html) are available in non-annotated and annotated
formats (also known as bioclips) for learning how a cell divides into two daughter cells with identical or different cell
fates. In addition, many worm researchers and educators have contributed teaching protocols for teaching and learning
disciplines such as genetics.
As stated, the goal of WormClassroom.org is to develop into a community-wide education resource. We are constantly
seeking contributions from educators and researchers alike. We hope WormClassroom.org will serve as an effective
model in applying cutting-edge research resources to improve student learning. It is our intention that scientists can
then adapt this model and educators in other research model communities (e.g.: fruit fly) and thereby aid current science
education reform.

A new GeoWall website:
The place to start for Geo Walls
Three dimensional molecular modeling and visualization
can give insight into the structure and properties of a
molecule, protein, enzyme, or pathway, an insight that
2D representation sometimes lacks. And there is a wide
array of techniques to trick your brain into visualizing
three dimensions from two-dimensional images. The
GeoWall is one of the most promising because it is
effective, flexible and low cost. And now, with a new
comprehensive website put together by Daniel Murphy
(epic.bu.edu/geowall) setting up a GeoWall at your
institution just got a lot easier.
Murphy, under the mentorshiop of Dr. Raquel Holmes,
has created a website resource for students and professors
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wishing to use 3D molecular modeling and visualization
to better understand biology and chemistry. In addition to
easy-to-understand overviews on 3D visualizations and
GeoWalls, the site provides links, explanations, tutorials,
and examples from over ten different GeoWall software
programs. Most of the programs are free and available for
download. Finally the website’s extensive annotated links
section can help you delve more deeply into almost any
aspect of GeoWalls from the installation to the pedagogical
opportunities. If you are interested in exploring the
GeoWall’s potential for your classroom, epic.bu.edu/
geowall is a great first stop.
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Kenyan Undergraduate Education on HIV/AIDS:
Two Workshops Highlight Computational Tools
John Greenler

The HIV/AIDS pandemic continues to have a major
impact in the Sub-Saharan countries of Africa. As of the
end of 2003, 1.2 million people in Kenya were estimated
to be living with HIV, and the adult prevalence rate was
6.7% (The CIA World Factbook). There are numerous
factors that play into this ongoing pandemic including
sexual behaviors, migration patterns, gender issues,
social stigmas, limited access to medications, and general
poverty. For each of these factors, lack of knowledge is a
major negative compounding issue.
Over the past several years, undergraduate campuses
in Kenya have acquired sufficient technology such that
faculty, staff and students can now use computational
tools to address HIV/AIDS undergraduate education.
For example, there are computer labs recently open to
students. While the PCs in these labs are frequently 5 or
more years old, they do an excellent job for tasks such
as using Excel, surfing the Web, and running a multitude Figure 1: A collaborative group works with Excel
of educational software applications, including those
from the BioQUEST Library. However, faculty and staff
resources, we explored the opportunities that they have to
have had few opportunities to consider the pedagogical
engage students in inquiry-based learning on HIV/AIDS.
opportunities that these resources provide.
Microsoft Excel was of particular interest, for it opened up
diverse opportunities to both perform quantitative analysis
Last July, I traveled to the Laikipia and Njoro campuses
and to generate graphical summaries such as graphs and
of Egerton University in Kenya to run BioQUEST
charts. During the workshops, participants used data from
workshops and consult on the use of computational
compiled tables on HIV/AIDS and other global indicators
tools for instruction on HIV/AIDS. Faculty and staff
(Bellamy, 2004). A frequent topic of discussion was basic
on these campuses are very familiar with the details and
numeracy, including how to integrate both absolute and
complexities associated with the AIDS pandemic, and
relative numbers into one analysis, and deciding on when a
are eager to use new tools that would help them teach
bar graph is more appropriate than a line graph.
on this topic. Through the use of their new computer
The Environmental Decision Making (EDM) module
of the BioQUEST Library was very popular. Workshop
participants engaged with the EDM Logging simulation
to consider the potential outcomes of environmental and
economic variations. (Deforestation is a critical issue
for Kenyans, and they take pride in their Green Belt
movement that was started by the 2004 Nobel Peace Prize
winner Wangari Maathai.) We also experimented with the
use of Inspiration software for the generation of interactive
concept maps and Vernier sensors for real-time data
analysis. Participants, working in collaborative groups,
developed their own experiments and corresponding
curricular materials, and then presented their work to the
workshop as a whole.
continued on next page
Figure 2: A workshop participant presents her work to the group
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Figure 3: An Inspiration concept map detailing the HIV/AIDS education program at the Laikipia Campus in Kenya

Major computer infrastructure projects are underway to
bring broad-band Internet access to portions of Africa.
(The current connections on campuses in Kenya are
around 12,000 baud, much akin to the dial-up speeds in
the United States of 15 years ago.) As these developments
take place and more computers are made available, the
potential use for computational tools in undergraduate

education in Kenya will expand dramatically. Kenyans
(and Africans in general) are very resourceful people, and
will take full advantage of these resources.
The Global Partners Project provided funding to cover travel
expenses for this project. Software and/or hardware were
graciously donated by the BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium,
Vernier, and Inspiration Inc.

References

Bellamy, Carol, 2004, Childhood Under Threat; The State of the
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Figure 4: Workshop participants discuss output from an
Environmental Decision Making model
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Investigating Interdisciplinary Interactions:
2005 BioQUEST Summer Workshop Report
Ethel Stanley, Robin Greenler, John Jungck

Leaders of the Workshop Physics, Workshop Mathematics,
ChemLinks, and BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium
gathered at Beloit College to lead the 2005 BioQUEST
Summer Workshop, “Investigating Interdisciplinary
Interactions.” The workshop provided an interdisciplinary
workspace to address challenges in STEM reform. (See
NRC Bio2010 sidebar.) Participants were immersed
in an intense, intellectually engaging community with
an opportunity to explore a diverse range of outside
perspectives and to compare curricular materials, issues,
technologies and pedagogical approaches. They then
formed interdisciplinary teams to construct new curricular
materials addressing the NRC Bio2010 challenges.
Observing that reform in one area of an institution can
often serve as a strong catalyst for effecting broader
institutional reform, we invited others involved in college
and university science and mathematics curricular reform
to build interdisciplinary bridges based on a common
vision of innovative pedagogy. Twelve interdisciplinary
teams of 2-3 individuals from the same institution
participated as well as a dozen other professors from other
colleges and universities. Throughout nine days of sharing,
borrowing, transferring and translating ideas, meaningful
cross-disciplinary connections were developed.
Our goal was to close the gap between the practice
of scientific research and the teaching of science
and mathematics. The collaborative effort led to the
development of a variety of projects that have been posted
continued on next page
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Bio2010:
A Call to Reform Biology Education
In 2003, The National Research Council published
the results of a major study of undergraduate
biology education entitled Bio 2010-Transforming
Undergraduate Education for Future Research
Biologists (National Research Council 2003). This
report argues that while biology research is more
interdisciplinary, quantitative, and collaborative than
it was in the past, undergraduate biology education is
not. Contemporary biological education should, the
report contends, produce students who are skilled in
the process of scientific investigation, who are able to
analyze, critique and present findings, and who are able
to do so in interdisciplinary collaborations utilizing
concepts and methods from other scientific disciplines.
These students must be fluent in sophisticated
quantitative and computational analysis of vast
quantities of data (National Research Council 2003).
While the National Research Council may be the
most prominent voice to sound this note, the call for
interdisciplinarity and collaboration is neither unique
nor new. What is new is the fact that a failure to train
students to work quantitatively and collaboratively
will result in undergraduates fully unprepared for the
demands of contemporary biological research. This
adds urgency to the call.
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completely to the lab with collaborative
student engagement in investigation with
minimal faculty presentations. Interestingly,
interdisciplinary interactions between these
consortia have regularly occurred despite
differences in disciplines. We attribute this
synergy to the following:
(1) The most obvious factor is proximity.
Workshop Physics and Workshop
Mathematics are both headquartered at
Dickinson College; ChemLinks, and the
BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium are
both headquartered at Beloit College.
(2) Second, the curricular materials that
each group developed were interdisciplinary
from the start. Areas such as biophysics,
biochemistry, and mathematical biology are
Figure 1: Leaders of four major Curriculum reform initiatives at the BioQUEST
obvious examples, but the four consortia
summer 2005 workshop. From left, John Burris, President of Beloit College;
have produced innovatively inclusive
Brock Spencer, ChemLinks; George Lisensky, ChemLinks; Nancy Baxter
materials. For example, ChemLinks
Hastings, Workshop Mathematics; Ethel Stanley, BioQUEST; Priscilla Laws,
modules are on the origins of life,
Workshop Physics; John Jungck, BioQUEST.
biochemistry of fat, and the physics of
CD players. Workshop Mathematics study
on the BioQUEST website. These curricular resources
SIR models of epidemiology and population growth.
promote interdisciplinary, collaborative, data rich, problem The BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium has numerous
based, and mathematically and computationally intensive
mathematical biology modules (see article on the new
experiences for students. Participant teams will continue
ESTEEM initiative in this issue).
to test and extend these materials throughout the next
(3) Third, Workshop Physics developed a wide variety
academic year.
of probes for real-time data acquisition that have been
extensively adopted and adapted for use in the three other
Workshop Physics, Workshop Mathematics, ChemLinks,
consortia.
continued on next page
and the BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium have provided
leadership in undergraduate science and mathematics
education reform for twenty years by emphasizing the
Dr. Roscoe Giles Keynote:
role of scientific research practices as the fundamental
Cyberinfrastructure’s
Opportunities for
mode of learning. Each of these initiatives has been in the
Undergraduate Education
forefront of curriculum reform in its own discipline, basing
its work on solid educational research about teaching and
Dr. Roscoe Giles, Deputy Director for the Center for
learning. Each has well-honed research philosophies that
Computational Science at Boston University, pushed
empower students to construct their own meaning and
the boundaries of interdisciplinary possibilities
engage directly in the business of their own education.
with his keynote address on the challenges and
Many members of the Council on Undergraduate Research
opportunities of cyberinfrastructure for undergraduate
have actively participated in the activities of these
science and mathematics education. Dr. Giles has
consortia because of the congruence of their commitment
been involved in efforts to foster computational
to engage students in research activities throughout the
science education and outreach through his work
undergraduate experience.
(http://ccs.bu.edu/) and as co-chair of the Education,
Outreach and Training Partnership for Advanced
With the pioneering efforts of Workshop Physics
Computational Infrastructure (EOT-PACI , www.eot.
starting in 1986 and extended efforts by the BioQUEST
org) and the Engaging People in Cyberinfrastructure
Curriculum Consortium, ChemLinks, and Workshop
(EPIC. www.eotepic.org ) initiative.
Mathematics, many courses across the nation have been
modified from standard separate lectures and labs to move
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Figure 2: An interdisciplinary team explores Workshop Physics through a highly
interactive laboratory experience.

(4) Fourth, the science and mathematics education
research literature produced by the analysis of these
reform initiatives and their educational materials has been
transferable across the disciplines.
(5) Finally, the leaders of the four consortia have
served upon numerous boards, grant review panels, and
symposia together and have frequently been asked to
represent undergraduate STEM (scientific, technological,
engineering, and mathematical) educational reform,
especially in work leading to the publication of the NRC
Bio2010 report and its challenge that undergraduate STEM
education be much more interdisciplinary.

Workshop Physics

Priscilla Laws provided an introduction to Workshop
Physics, first conceived to address perceived problems
in the traditional introductory physics course. The staff
of this project designed an introductory course series
that would enable students to become proficient in the
use of contemporary research tools, would capture their
interest, and would give them skills in scientific inquiry
and reasoning useful in further study in physics and other
sciences. The course was envisioned to replace all lectures
with collaborative activities, hands-on investigations,
analysis and discussion.

As the new course was designed
to focus on teaching the skills of
scientific process, the amount of
material covered had to be reduced.
Topics which lent themselves to
direct observation and to the use of
mathematical and reasoning skills
to analyze these observations were
retained, while topics which required
high levels of abstract thought were
eliminated. (Project Kaleidoscope
2004). Their lectureless lab
workshop approach focuses on
direct inquiry, observation, scientific
thinking and discussion and has been
widely adopted across the nation not
only in physics, but in biology and
chemistry as well.

Workshop Mathematics

Similar concerns in mathematics education--declining
general appeal and accessibility, lack of connection
to contemporary research, and lack of effective use of
computational technology--prompted professor Nancy
Baxter Hastings to develop Workshop Mathematics, an
initiative aimed at revamping introductory mathematics
courses at the undergraduate level. (D’Avanzo and McNeal
1997). The project has developed several introductory
mathematics courses intended to:
“* help students develop confidence about their abilities to
think about and do mathematics.
* enhance students’ understanding of fundamental
mathematical concepts.
* increase students’ ability to use these concepts in other
disciplines.
* encourage students to read and write about mathematical
ideas.
* impel students to be active learners, not passive
observers.
* inspire students to continue their study of mathematics.”
(D’Avanzo and McNeal 1997).
The courses employ the workshop model where lectures
are replaced by interactive teaching and students learn by
doing and reflecting on what they have done. Workshop
Mathematics was chosen by Project Kaleidoscope as a
“Program That Works.”
continued on next page
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ChemLinks

The ChemLinks Collaboration is one of the five systemic
initiatives in college and university chemical education
reform funded by the National Science Foundation.
The coalition consists of chemistry educators at forty
institutions who collaborate to develop topical modules for
introductory and intermediate college chemistry curricula.
ChemLinks modules focus on real world problems such
as global warming, ozone holes, and malaria, along with
contemporary technology such as nanotechnology and how
car collision impact bags and CD readers function. The
modules incorporate collaborative activities and inquirybased laboratory projects that replace traditional lectures,
exams and laboratories. (Laws 1999)
Brock Spencer, George Lisensky and faculty colleague
Laura Parmentier have developed a laboratory-based
approach for their introductory chemistry course at Beloit
College, a course selected as a Project Kaleidoscope
“Program that Works.”
Figure 3: Participants are introduced to a ChemLinks
The annual BioQUEST Summer 2005 Workshop for faculty was
funded by the NSF through a National Dissemination grant and
an EPIC grant.

module.
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their first year of college science and mathematics courses
develop a familiarity with spreadsheets, they hopefully
will employ them on their own in upper division courses
as well as in whatever profession they choose to enter.
Exploratory    Since parameters are so easy to change
in Excel and it is so easy to import data from diverse and
heterogeneous resources, our modules are intended to be
adoptable, adaptable, extensible, and utilitarian for biology
and mathematics students. The Excel codes for many
ESTEEM modules can be used as templates that are easily
employed for major modification, easy mimicry to include
new data sets, or added complexity. ESTEEM activities
include data mining and visualization, modeling, sampling,
statistical analysis and hypothesis testing, computation,
data base construction, simulation, and problem
construction/design.
Experiential    A primary intention of the Biological
ESTEEM project has been to enable activity-based general
biology curricula to employ elementary applications of
mathematics across a broad spectrum. Particular attention
has been paid to equations, theorems, and models that
have significantly transformed contemporary biological
practice and that are widely used in classroom, laboratory,
and field activities in the context of measurement, analysis,
modeling, and hypothesis testing. Through extensive
use of simulations, tools, and databases, we believe that
students will have an opportunity to develop an intuitive
sense of the power, utility, and beauty of applying
mathematics and computer science to biology.

Implementing NRC Bio 2010’s
Recommendations: More Mathematics in
Undergraduate Biology Education

In 2002, the National Research Council (NRC), with
support from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute,
made eight major recommendations for the improvement
of undergraduate biology education in its publication
Bio2010: Transforming Undergraduate Educations
for Future Research Biologists. The first two of these
recommendations both emphasized the need for additional
attention to the inclusion of more mathematics:
“It is important that all students
understand the growing relevance
of quantitative science in addressing
life-science questions. Thus, a better
integration of quantitative applications
in biology would not only enhance
life science education for all students,
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but also decrease the chances that
mathematically talented students would
reject life sciences as too soft … Most
biology majors take no more than one
year of calculus, although some also take
an additional semester of statistics. Very
few are exposed to discrete mathematics,
linear algebra, probability, and modeling
topics, which could greatly enhance their
future research careers. These are often
considered advanced courses; however,
many aspects of discrete math or linear
algebra that would be relevant to biology
students do not require calculus as a
prerequisite. While calculus remains
an important topic for future biologists,
the committee does not believe biology
students should study calculus to the
exclusion of other types of mathematics.”
Explicit strategies for implementing these
recommendations were the subject of a follow-up
conference entitled “Meeting the Challenges: Education
Across the Biological, Mathematical and Computer
Sciences” and a book published by the Mathematical
Association of America entitled: Math & Bio 2010:
Linking Undergraduate Disciplines.
Members of the BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium
were funded to develop modules to address these
challenges. The NRC recommended areas of “discrete
mathematics, linear algebra, probability, and modeling
topics” are illustrated throughout materials that we
have developed. Biologically, the materials touch on
biochemistry, bioinformatics, biometrics, developmental
biology, ecology, evolution, genetics, microbiology, and
physiology. All materials are easily run on economical
microcomputers equipped with a current version of
Microsoft Excel and a web browser. We have constructed
the Biological ESTEEM site in order to encourage wide
use and extensive field-testing and peer review.

Content of the Biological ESTEEM Collection
of Digital Classroom Resources
On pages 12-13, we illustrate the breadth of biology,
mathematics, and visualization employed in the current
collection of modules within the Biological ESTEEM
initiative. Sixty-one ESTEEM modules are in various
stages of development. Currently, about thirty of these
modules are available for trying out, commenting upon,

continued on next page
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Table 2: BioQUEST’s Mathematical Biology “Digital Classroom Resources”
Title of Module

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

EvolSeq
Deme

DeFinetti
ESS
Split Decomposition
Phylogeography
Simulator; GeoPhyl

Continuous Growth
Models of Two
Species
Leslie Model of Age
Stages
Island Biogeography

12.

Database construction and sampling

13.

Controlling Gulls

15.
16.
17.

Split indices; Quartets

SIR
Linkage Analysis

javaBENZER
Polygenes

Graph theory

Nonparametric
statistics; graph
Phylogeography
theory; spherical
geometry
ECOLOGY
Predator-Prey population
Finite difference
dynamics (Lotka-Volterra,
equations;
Verhurlst-Pearl models)
Differential eqns

Visualizations
Aligned sequences;
Distance matrices; Trees
Scatter plots
DeFinetti ternary graphs
Adaptative landscapes
2D & 3D scatter plots
Histograms
Distance matrices; Trees
Interactive maps
Phylogenetic trees

Phase portraits
Return graphs
Recurrence plots
Histograms
2D & 3D scatter plots

Age-structured populations

Leslie matrix

Island Bbogeography:
Species-area law; Ecological scaling & allometry

Population biology analysis
tools

Logarithms;
Exponents; Power
functions
Graph theory;
Adjacency matrices; Interval graphs
Eigenvalues
Eigenvectors

Database construction and
analysis

Descriptive
statistics

Histograms
Scatter plots

Culling eggs vs adults

Algebra

Scatter plots

Food webs

PopTools

Mathematics

EVOLUTION
Phylogenetic trees:
Graph theory
ultrametric & additive
Populations genetics:
Hardy-Weinberg
one locus, two alleles
eqns; Recursion
Populations genetics:
Equilibrium
one locus, three alleles;
analysis; Hessian
applied to ABO blood types
matrix; PDE’s
& ASC hemoglobin
saddle points
Game theory;
Evolutionary stable strategies
Payoff matrices

javaFOODWEB

11.

14.

Biological Activity/Model

EPIDEMIOLOGY
SIR model (KermackDifferential
McKendrick; Reed-Frost)
equations
GENETICS
Two and three point
Algebra; Statistics
autosomal linkage
Deletion mapping
Graph theory
Complementation mapping
Restriction mapping
Quantitative genetics:
Pascal’s triangle;
polygenes, heritability
Regression
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Histograms
2D & 3D scatter plots
Interval graphs: trophic
structure by niche spaces;
ordered maximal cliques
Histograms
Scatter plots

2D & 3D scatter plots

2D & 3D scatter plots
Interval graphs; Ordered
maximal cliques
Histograms
Pie charts

Page 12

18.

ABO Frequency
Calculator

19.

Genetics Birthday
Problem

20.

21.

22.

Genetic Code
Jacob-Monod

Buffer Preparation

23.

Enzyme Kinetics

24.

Allometry

25.

Fractal Fern Generator

26.

Membrane Models

27.
28.

29.

Open Reading Frame
(ORF) Finder

30.

Protein Analysis

31.

Serial Dilution
Modeling Single
Species Growth

32.
33.

Phage R Us

34.

Luria-Delbrück

35.

Collaborative
Classroom

Frequencies of alleles from
observed phenotypes;
Hardy-Weinberg applied to
ABO blood types
Familial distributions of
traits
Solving for alternative
genetic codes; cracking “the”
code problem

Maximum likelihood; Lagrange
multipliers;
Chi-square test
Birthday problem
Factorials
Coding & graph
theory: Eulerian
& Hamiltonian
circuits

Ternary plots
Histograms
Scatterplots
Histograms
Pie charts
Huffman coding graphs
De Bruijn graphs
Hamming distances

Operon model (JacobBoolean logic
Monod & derivatives)
BIOCHEMISTRY
Logarithms;
Buffer preparation:
Hendersonconcentration and pH
Hasselbach eqn
Michaelis-Menten and
Rectangular
linear transforms: Eadiehyperbola;
Hofstee, Wolff-Augustinson, Differential eqns;
Lineweaver-Burke models
Regression
DEVELOMENTAL BIOLOGY
Power function
Allometry; Size and scale
Exponents
Theoretical Morphology:
L-systems
Trees, vines, bushes,
Fractals
PHYSIOLOGY
Gibbs-Donnan Equilibrium
Algebra
BIOINFORMATICS
Dynamic
Pairwise sequence alignment
programming
Dynamic
Multiple sequence alignment
programming
Open reading frame
(identification of gene-like
Matrix algebra;
regions that may encode
Informaton theory
proteins or exons)
Protein Analysis:
Probability;
composition, charge, and
Multivariate
2D-3D structure
statistics
MICROBIOLOGY
Serial dilution
Algebra
Differential
Bacterial population growth
equations
Phage burst population
Finite difference
growth
equations
Fluctuation test; Mutation
Poisson distrirate; Variance-ratio test
bution; exponents
OTHER
Room area network
Real time data
(wireless transfer of
collection
individual data to server)
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Circuit diagrams

Scatterplots of mono- and
polyprotic titration curves
Michaelis- Menten scatterplots
and linear transformed plots

Scatterplots
2D images of plants
Scatterplots
Alignments
Alignments
Rosette plots
Sequence logos
Scatterplots
Moving windows; Dot plots;
Sensitivity – specificity tradeoffs; Rosette plots
Scatterplots
Scatterplots
Scatterplots
Scatterplots
Histograms
Any data set can be projected
in raw or transformed analyses
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The ESTEEM Collection

from previous page

Figure 2: ESTEEM modules employ many kinds of graphics:
2D and 3D scatter plots, ternary graphs, phase portraits, return
graphs or recurrence plots, pie charts, histograms, photos,
images, colored alignments, tree diagrams, rosette plots, etc.
Screen shot from Island Biogeography, Jen Spangenberg and
John Jungck, authors.

and building upon. Eight primary
authors: Anton Weisstein at Truman
State University and seven of us at
Beloit College: Rama Viswanathan,
Vince Streif, Tia Johnson, Annelise
Myers, Jennifer Spangenberg, DaYoung
Chung, and John R. Jungck continue
to work on the applications in the list
above. Amanda Everse and Chiro
Umezaki, in Burlington, Vermont,
continue to work on the MySQL
database driver and the ESTEEM
website. International collaborators
in Thailand, New Zealand, Germany,
and Australia have already made
major contributions and more are
forthcoming. Obviously, some
modules have received much more
attention than others. Currently, eleven
modules have extensive data sets that
include: 114 food webs; numerous
island biogeography data sets from
archipelagos around the world; access to protein and
nucleic acid sequence databanks; gravestone population
life history data; morphology of over 600 Galapagos
finches; a list of buffers for different pH ranges; ABO
phenotypic frequencies of human populations spread
around the earth; kinetic data; images; genomic data
(orders); and simulation outputs (external). We feel that
spreadsheet models are greatly enhanced when combined
with heterogeneous data sets that can be used to test the
models.

Power of Visualization

Figure 3: Students, by employing image analysis of
multiple images of the growth of bread mold, compare
linear, expontntial and logistic models in Continious
Growth Models. Anton Weisstein and Tia Johnson, authors.

Visualization supports richer abstraction, generalization,
idealization, and education. Thus, the Biological ESTEEM
Collection hopes to engage students in interpreting
and using a much wider diversity of graphical images
that are richer in their mathematical associations
than traditional beginning science and mathematics
courses usually employ (Figure 2, 3). Unfortunately,
most biologists employ only two dimensional scatter
plots and histographic frequencies of one variable;
these inadequately prepare students for contemporary
multivariate and multidimensional analyses of complex
data sets.
At the National Institute for Science Education (NISE),
a group of six faculty examined thirty programs around
the country that were reported to be using technology in
continued on next page
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The ESTEEM Collection
classrooms and laboratories in some
of the richest of ways. When we
examined their use of visualization,
we were able to sort their goals
for visual communication and
collaboration into the following
seven categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decorative
Representational
Organizational
Interpretational
Transformational
Participatory
Emancipatory

from previous page
Mechanism

Surprise Effect

Paradoxes

Inconsistent phenomena

Instability

Large effects from small changes

Uncomputability

Behavior transcends rules

Connectivity

Behavior cannot be decomposed into parts

Emergence

Self-organizing patterns

Table 2: The main surprise-generating mechanisms, Casti (1997), p. 93

Simulations

In Would-be Worlds: How Simulation is Changing the
Frontiers of Science, John L. Casti (1997) believes that
“…this informational revolution, … in my opinion, will
form the basis for so-called ‘normal science’ in the coming
century” (p. xi). Casti feels that part of the power of
simulations, modeling, and visualization is due to their
intrinsic “surprise-generating mechanisms” (see Table 3).
Biological ESTEEM modules will address all five

mechanisms in Table 3 above. It is our hope that the
counterintuitive aspect of dealing with simulations where
the student has made commitments to prior predictions
about what will happen and it doesn’t, will help them to
re-examine fundamental assumptions. Just to cite two
examples: the slogan “survival of the fittest” is falsified in
a DeFinetti model of evolution on a complex landscape of
three alleles and six genotypes where there is a balanced
polymorphism of two alleles (such as Hemoglobin A and
S in the competing context of malarial susceptibility and
propensity to develop sickle cell
anemia) when an advantageous
genotype (CC) in the homozygous
condition cannot be reached
when the C allele only arises
by low mutation rates. Second,
physiological ecologists used to
multidimensional niche space are
surprised by the community ecology
analysis via javaFOODWEB of
predator-predator competition in
food webs turns out to have one
dimensional niche spaces. By
encouraging students to explicitly
state their assumptions, we hope that
Biological ESTEEM modules will
lead students to surprising results
that help them reformulate “what if”
scenarios based upon better causal
mechanisms.
continued on next page

Figure 4: Home page for the Buffer Preparation ESTEEM module, Annelise Meyers and
Stephanie Gage, authors
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from previous page

Figure 5: Screen shot form the Pop Tools ESTEEM module, Greg Hood, CSIRO, Australia, author.

Contributing to the Biological ESTEEM
Collection of Digital Classroom Resources

The Biological ESTEEM Collection is an open collection.
In addition to our continued development of modules, we
invite biologists, mathematicians, computer scientists,
and other interested parties to contribute new modules or
to suggest major revisions to currently existing modules.
Future contributors are invited to add to the collection in
four major ways.
First, a fundamental element of rigorous curriculum is
adequate field testing and peer review. Materials are
only as good as their actualization in diverse contexts:
community colleges, four year liberal arts colleges,
predominantly undergraduate regional state universities,
research universities, and historically black colleges and
universities from rural, urban, and suburban populations
all around the country. Classroom educators and their
students are encouraged to suggest redesign of the user
interface, data entry, visualizations, and hypothesis testing
tools as well as revision in the basic models and alternative
models to consider. Additionally, the web pages associated
with each module include a diversity of references that we
hope will be supplemented by users.
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Where a resource does not yet exist, those fields will not
appear on the homepage for that particular module, but can
be easily added because ESTEEM websites are driven by
a MySQL data-base-driven interface developed by Chiro
Umezaki and Amanda Everse. Of course, bug fixes are
always welcome, but we do not want reviewers to confuse
such simple corrections with the sort of major input that
we expect from field testing and peer review.
Secondly, despite having developed sixty-one different
ESTEEM modules so far, numerous areas of biology and
mathematics are not yet represented in the Collection.
Obviously, we welcome the addition of new modules that
extend the diversity of both biology and mathematics.
Thirdly, we welcome tools that allow others to develop
rich materials of their own. For example, Greg Hood
has developed PopTools, an Excel add-in for analysis
of matrix population models, simulation of stochastic
processes and calculation of bootstrap and other statistics.
Rama Viswanathan is developing graph theoretic tools
for illustrating trees (phylogenetic trees, fate maps,
pedigrees), networks (metabolic pathways, gene signaling
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from previous page

cascades, neural networks) and interval graphs (food webs,
restriction maps, deletion maps).
Fourthly, we welcome extensions to existing modules
such as alternative data sets, additional graphics, more
sophisticated mathematical methods, and computer
algorithms. However, we do discourage the submission of
another complete module on the identical same subject.
We want to avoid the ‘NIH’ syndrome (“not invented
here”) that leads to developers only focusing on the same
few subjects. Instead we encourage the exploration of new
avenues and where such potential authors feel that they
have a strong alternative approach to try to collaborate
with the initial authors in the Collection to add some of
their work to an existing module and become a coauthor.

Our Agenda

We hope to engage you in the development of high
quality, accessible, adoptable, and adaptable curricular
materials in biology and mathematics education. How can
mathematics and biology education reformers catalyze
discussion, enhance learning, promote social action, and
bridge a gap between us? How can we move beyond the
separate and unequal educational practices of the past
such that we can enable diverse learners to mutually
and collaboratively learn biology and mathematics in a
seamlessly integrated learning environment? Can we do
this in a way that maintains disciplinary strengths, builds
on natural talents and interests of students in each distinct
arena, and yet builds interdisciplinary communities? What
metaphors will work? Border crossing? Hybridization?
Cross-fertilization? Integration? Connectivity?
Networking? Symbiosis? Synergisms? We do not yet
know where these interactions will go, but we are driven
by the recognition that problems don’t come in neat little
packages, that future science will require students to learn

how to deal with terabytes of data collected per day, and
that multivariate, multidimensional, and multidisciplinary
challenges will require far different approaches than
are used in current practice. Furthermore, we recognize
that students already know their careers will, with high
probability, expect them to be able to be “versatilists”
rather than specialists; flexible expertise is appropriate in
such a dynamic landscape.

Support

Support for this project was provided by three NSF grants:
DUE-0232823 (National Dissemination BEDROCK),
CFDA No. 47.076 (MAA NSDL), and EPIC (Engaging
People in Cyberinfrastructure), the HHMI Digital Scholars
program, The SHODOR Education Foundation, matching
funds from Beloit College, and generous contributions
from members of the BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium.
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Workshop Report:
Computational and Theoretical Biology
for Biology and Mathematics Educators
Tia Johnson

Last August a diverse group of undergraduate science and
mathematics faculty convened for a weeklong workshop
entitled Computational and Theoretical Biology for Biology
and Mathematics Educators. The workshop was jointly
sponsored by National Computational Science Institute
(NCSI) and the Professional Enhancement Programs (PREP)
for the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) and
was hosted by the Department of Mathematics at Harvey
Mudd College. BioQUEST’s Tia Johnson and Tony
Weisstein presented a workshop on Biology Workbench.

Who are NCSI and PREP?

NCSI is the faculty and teacher training outreach component
of Shodor Education Foundation (www.shodor.org). NCSI
aims to revitalize and reform science and mathematics
education through interactive exploration of computational
science, numerical models, and data visualization tools.
The MAA PREP program (www.maa.org/prep/), enables
faculty in the mathematical and natural sciences to
investigate the advances that impact undergraduate
mathematics. PREP workshops offer professional
development through active involvement by all participants,
leadership by experts, and a commitment by participants to
draw on the information and skills gained throughout the
workshop.

The Synergy of Diversity

The workshop attracted a diverse group of enthusiastic
participants who were eager to find and build wide-ranging
connections. Conversations among the mathematicians
and biologists were present at every opportunity. The
success of this workshop was due, in large part, to the skill
of the primary organizer of the event, Eric Marland, from
the Department of Mathematical Sciences at Appalachian
State University. Eric challenged the group to consider the
recommendations put forth by Bio2010, the MAA-CUPM
Report of 2000, the MAA Conference Report of Mathematics
Curriculum for Health and Life Sciences, and the CRAFTY
Workshop report on biotechnology and environmental
technology. These reports challenge us to design and
develop undergraduate curricula that encourage and reinforce
interdisciplinary thinking, investigation, and analysis.
The group explored how faculty from the other disciplines
approach instruction, performance, expectations, and
evaluation and considered areas in need of reform.
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Individuals discovered common interests and worked in
parallel on researching and developing a project to be used
for their classes. Whether sharing content expertise in a
presentation, mini-session, or on an individual basis, every
participant was able to contribute and gain.
Another goal of the workshop was to explore the technologies
being used by researchers, emphasizing computational,
system, and numerical modeling, and embracing the
relationship between experimentation, theory, and
computation. This opened a door for a deeper philosophical
dialogue on the pedagogical differences of mathematics and
biology and the various ways quantitative and qualitative data
are used for analysis, instruction, and drawing conclusions.
This challenge of using different means to achieve common
goals set the stage for conversations on the implementation
and integration of computer laboratory aptitude and
quantitative understanding into both the undergraduate
mathematics and biology experience. Participants were
challenged to consider the current methods of teaching their
discipline, and how effective these are in today’s world of
rapid technological change.
Seminars focusing on Berkeley Madonna, Excel, Biology
Workbench, Agent Sheets, Image J, and Fathom software
were offered. Workshops considering the integration of
mathematics and biology included:
-Using aggregation to study dynamical models, and using
dynamical systems to introduce differential equations
-Use of geometric series, exponential functions, and
function translations and truncations to study physiological
mechanisms of drug intake and elimination
-Image analysis of calculating fractal dimensions of various
microbial growth
-Probability and statistical applications in bioinformatics and
phylogenetics
-Rate equations using SIR models
NCSI and MAA provided educators with a chance to
network, to learn, to develop, to think, and to create. Eager
athletes hope to attend to the Football- or Golf- Fantasy
Camps to learn the secrets of the pros and to sharpen their
skills. Thanks to NCSI and MAA, science educators and
mathematics educators have tools, contacts and resources to
delve into their passions. Perhaps next year the workshop
could be subtitled: Math-Bio Ed Fantasy Camp.
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from page 3

Table 1: Microbes Count! activities used in an Emerging Infectious Diseases course
Activity

Goal

Scale of the Microbial World (Fass)
The Living World of Yogurt (Fass)
Health status indicators
Epidemiology: Understanding Disease
Spread (Fass)
TB and Antibiotic Resistance (Fass)
Molecular Forensics (Donovan)

Provide perspective on sizes of viruses,
assess students mathematical comfort
Introduction to Koch’s postulates,
discussion of microbial metabolism,
estimating population sizes
Framing causes of mortality and morbidity,
building graphs
Understanding the basics of disease spread
in populations
Understanding mechanisms of antibiotic
resistance, building problem solving skills
Using genetic sequences for tracing
diseases, phylogenetic tree building

Exploring HIV Evolution (Donovan and
Weisstein)

Sophisticated problem posing using a rich
data set from real patients

Tracking the West Nile Virus (Suchmann
and Gallo)

More on epidemiological problem solving
using phylogenetic tools

Souvenirs: Investigating a Disease
Outbreak (Shagam, Stanley and Decker)

Case study about Hanta Virus- exploring
the integration of laboratory and
epidemiological data

Activity 2: The Living World of Yogurt

Students know that bacteria and viruses causes disease,
but they are not aware of how to identify which microbe
may be responsible for a disease, and they are not familiar
with bacteria as living organisms. In the activity, The
Living World of Yogurt, adapted from an activity by Bill
Coleman (1995), students test Koch’s postulates using
bacteria that they culture from store-bought yogurt to
infect “healthy milk.” This activity complements the early
chapters from Laurie Garrett’s classic book, The Coming
Plague, in which she describes how scientists from the
CDC track down the causes of disease outbreaks in South
America and Africa. (Garrett 1994) Students also estimate
the number of bacteria in a container of yogurt by doing
serial dilutions. This activity teaches the laboratory skill
of serial dilution, reviews quantitative skills and reinforces
the previous activity on the size of bacteria.

Activity 3: Exploring Health Status Indicators

Before we explore disease in greater context, I introduce
students to the factors that affect health in communities
around the world with a graphing project that uses data
from UNICEF’s annual report, The State of the World’s
Children (Available in pdf at http://www.unicef.org/
publication). This activity is not part of Microbes Count!,
but provides a rich data analysis experience. UNICEF
provides demographic, health, education and economic
data from more than 160 countries. I ask students to graph
data from 20 countries of their choice to identify factors
that are related to a major health outcome such as Under 5
Mortality. My students use the data analysis program JMP
to analyze goodness of fit, but students can easily graph
data by hand or in another program. Students are most
pleased with their results when they select countries from
a wide geographical and economic range and when they
choose independent variables that are relevant to the health
outcome, such as % of female literacy, or % with access to
clean water.
continued on next page
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from previous page
Activity 4: Epidemiology

An understanding of the spread of emerging infectious
diseases and HIV/AIDS is dependent on knowledge of
the basics of epidemiology. The Microbes Count! activity,
Epidemiology: Understanding Disease Spread, developed
by Dan Udovic of the University of Oregon, lets students
model how factors such as population size, number of
contacts, virulence of the pathogen and immunity affect
how a disease will impact a population. My students
usually struggle with this activity, wiping out large
populations with a killer disease, before they grapple with
the real meaning of contact for disease transmission, or
how changes in levels of immunity or social interaction
can affect the spread of a disease. I have found that this
activity works particularly well in discussing influenza, the
potential impact of susceptibility of different population
groups and the effectiveness of strategies of isolation,
quarantine and timely immunization.

Figure 2. Electron micrograph of Ebola Zaire virus.
Taken in 1976 by Dr. F.A. Murphy, now at UC Davis,
then at the CDC, this is the first photo ever taken of the
virus (Jungck et al. 2003)

continued on next page

Table 2. Additional Microbes Count! activities for teaching about emerging infectious diseases
Activity

Description/ Goal

Bioterror and the Microbiologist’s
Response (Fass)
Mold Fights Back: A Challenge for
Sanitation (Stanley and Meir)
A Plague on Both Houses: Modeling
Viral Infection to Control a Pest Outbreak
(Weisstein)
Citrus Canker: Alternatives for Control
(Weinland, Woodruff, Waterman and
Stanley)
Why Count White Blood Cells? (Stanley
and Buckley)

Problem solving about strategies for
effective and safe decontamination

Maps and Microbes (Fass, Sapp, Vigna)
Controlling Potato Blight: Past, Present,
and Future (Stanley)
Measles in Nakivale Refugee Camp:
Epidemiology in Action (Smith, Keating
and Fass)
Vaccine: Experimenting with Strategies to
Control Infectious Diseases (Fass)
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Introduce tools for microbial control
Developing and applying mathematical
models for epidemic spread
A great case study for plant diseases that
introduces the roles of stakeholders in
decisions that limit disease spread
Identification of white blood cell types
Exploring the role that mapping can play in
epidemiological investigation
Plant simulation that demonstrates
strategies for disease control
Application of Epidemiology based on a
real case from Uganda
Using Epidemiology to construct
arguments for the distribution of limited
vaccine supplies.
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from previous page

Activity 5: Tuberculosis
The laboratory
simulation of antibiotic
resistance patterns,
TB and Antibiotic
Resistance, involves
students in “doing”
the procedures that
microbiologists use to
test for resistance and
to identify mechanisms
Figure 3. Scanning electron
of resistance using
micrograph of Mycobaterium
biochemical assays
tuberculosis (Jungck et al. 2003)
and sequence data.
I have used this
closed-ended simulation as a beginning activity with
Microbiology students as well as a mid-semester activity
with non-majors. It reinforces an understanding of how
antibiotics work and connects well with epidemiological
lessons from Epidemiology and the investigational
activities that follow on Molecular Forensics.

Activities 6 and 7: Molecular Forensics and
Tracking the West Nile Virus

Two activities, at different levels of difficulty, introduce
the molecular investigation of disease spread. Molecular
Forensics uses data from the 1994 case of the HIV+ dentist
from Florida
whose patients
acquired
HIV. This
case enable
students to
compare HIV
gene sequences
from the
dentist, his
infected
patients and
community
controls. This
relatively
straightforward Figure 4. HIV particles ((Jungck et al. 2003
activity
demonstrates the tools of investigation and the design of
scientific studies. In Tracking the West Nile Virus, Erica
Suchman and Mark Gallo lead students through the use
of sequence data to trace the origins of the outbreak that
first appeared in the U.S. in 1999. This activity should

Figure 5. Schematics of the HIV-1 genome (top) and env gene
(bottom). Note the overlap in the coding regions of genes. The
variable regions (V1-V5) of env gene are loops that extend from
the core of the protein. (Jungck et al. 2003)

be of great interest this winter and spring as students
ask questions about the Bird Flu and how scientists are
planning strategies for its control.

Going Further with Microbes Count!

Exploring HIV Evolution plunges advanced
undergraduates into a set of sequence data and CD4 counts
collected from patients at an AIDS clinic. Students need to
define a problem to pose, and use the data to analyze their
hypotheses and convince their peers and the instructor
that their research is valid. While I don’t use this with
my non-majors class, I have used it for a challenge in
Microbiology.
Many of the other activities in Microbes Count! can be
adapted for use in teaching about AIDS and emerging
diseases. Some suggestions are in Table 2 on the previous
page.

Pulling it Together

There are lots of ways to end a course on Emerging
Infectious Diseases. I try to end by returning to the
connection of disease emergence to larger environmental
issues. The case study, Souvenirs: Investigating a Disease
Outbreak, does this well by integrating patient data and
environmental data in exploring a case of Hanta virus
pulmonary syndrome in the Southwest US. I can’t resist
leaving non-majors with some scientific advice as well“10 biological concepts to remember from Bio 201.”
(Table 3) The topic of emerging infectious diseases easily
incorporates quantitative strategies and problem solving
into the classroom while engaging students with issues that
are clearly relevant to their lives.
continued on next page
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10 Biological Concepts to Remember from Bio 201
1) We all live in ecosystems–comprised of all the organisms in a given area together with the surrounding abiotic and
biotic factors. Remember that microorganisms are equal partners with us in these ecosystems.
2) There are lots of microorganisms out there, just waiting to utilize new habitats.
3) DNA provides instructions for the proteins used by all living things as building blocks and messenger molecules and
as the basis for other necessary molecules. All of the traits that characterize living things are related to the action of these
molecules. (DNA is transcribed into mRNA and then mRNA is translated into amino acid chains called proteins.)
4) All organisms with genetic material in DNA or RNA develop random errors as they copy their genetic material. These
are called mutations. Mutations can be neutral for the organism, good or bad. Most are neutral, and occur in parts of
the genome where they aren’t processed or in sequences where changes don’t cause amino acid substitutions. Mutations
that are lethal for organisms are ones that occur in sequences that make proteins and enzymes that are essential for life.
“Good” mutations provide selective advantages for survival to reproduce. Organisms with rapid generation times and
smaller genomes will evolve more rapidly than those with slow generation times and more traits.
5) Bacterial and viral pathogens are usually specific to certain organisms and to specific tissues in that host. The human
immune system is usually effective in fighting off pathogenic “invaders” through barriers, non-specific immunity and
T-cells and B-cells.
6) Bacteria become resistant to antibiotics. People don’t become resistant to antibiotics. Viruses aren’t affected by
antibiotics at all. Don’t take an antibiotic for the flu.
7) The activities of people such as development, land use, travel, industry and social behavior cause new diseases to
emerge. Sharing blood and body fluids, through drug use, medical treatments or sex remain the best ways to amplify an
epidemic.
8) Bug bites can harm you. Raising pigs shouldn’t be an industry. Deer in your backyard aren’t really cute. Avoid mouse
turds. Remember to wash your hands. Hospitals are dangerous places. So are day care centers. Contact with “body
fluids” is always risky. Trees are good for the environment.
9) As Ishmael said, “There’s nothing fundamentally wrong with people. Given a story to enact that puts them in accord
with the world, they will live in accord with the world. But given a story to enact that puts them at odds with the world,
as yours does, they will live at odds with the world. Given a story to enact in which they are the lords of the world, they
will act like lords of the world. And, given a story to enact in which the world is a foe to be conquered, they will conquer
it like a foe, and one day, inevitable, their foe will lie bleeding to death at their feet, as the world is now.” (P. 84)
10) War impacts the health of non-combatants as well as the soldiers.
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In Memory of
Dr. Janet Andersen

In Memory of
Dr. Mario W. Caprio

With a deep sense of loss, we announce the death of
Mario W. Caprio, nationally known as editor of the “Two
Year College” column in the Journal of College Science
Teaching. Mario served as an Advisory Board member
for BioQUEST for several years and was involved in a
number of BioQUEST workshops and projects including
LifeLines OnLine.
A professor of biology at Suffolk Community College for
more than 20 years, Mario “retired” to Tennessee where he
held joint positions at Volunteer State Community College
and Tennessee Technical College. His most recent focus
was on identifying resources to support the non-science
major learning biology with an emphasis on the importance of science in lifelong learning. “Only if we can
integrate their science experience with the mainstream of
our students’ lives and give it meaning will there be any
possibility that they will retain and enlarge the lessons they
repeat so well on the exams.”
Mario was actively involved with educational organizations including NSTA, ACUBE, and AERA. He presented
at conferences and workshops and became quite active
in the NSTA leadership. Mario wrote about teaching and
learning issues, often urging his peers, especially those in
two year institutions, to reflect on their practice and share
experiences with other educators. “We work in isolation
on problems that yield information that may well serve the
common good, but we do not often share what we learn...”
Mario’s commitment to community enables not only us,
but also future educators, to hear his voice as well as his
deep satisfaction in choosing to be an educator.
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Dr. Janet L. Andersen, professor of mathematics at
Hope College, Holland, Michigan, 47, was killed in an
automobile accident in a whiteout on Thursday, November
24, 2005. She had only been affiliated with the BioQUEST
Curriculum Consortium for several years, and said that
she felt that she had found a comfortable home of kindred
spirits. She quickly became very active: organizing
symposia, mentoring, and engaging BioQUEST staff in
other activities such as workshops that she hosted and
helped fund on mathematical biology at the University of
Chicago and on bioinformatics at Hope College.
Nationally, Janet chaired the Mathematical Association
of America’s committee on the teaching of undergraduate
mathematics. She also served as director of the Pew
Midstates Science and Mathematics Consortium, a
collaboration of 11 liberal arts colleges and two research
universities, the University of Chicago and Washington
University, St. Louis. The consortium promotes effective
collaboration among faculty at the member institutions
with the goal of improving undergraduate science and
mathematics education. In this role, she promoted the
inclusion of mathematics in biology education, biology
in mathematics education, and the collaboration of
mathematicians, computer scientists, and biologists in both
research and teaching.
Dr. Andersen was a beloved teacher, a superb administrator,
and a cherished colleague. In 2004 she was presented
a Hope College Provost’s Award for Excellence in
Teaching. Memorial Gifts may be given to the Hope
College Department of Mathematics Scholarship Fund in
memory of Janet L. Andersen (send checks to the Hope
College Advancement Office, Hope College, Holland, MI
49422-9000, with reference to “Mathematics Department
Scholarship Fund in memory of Janet Andersen”).
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